Phylogenetic analysis of vertebrate kininogen genes.
Kininogens, the precursors of bradykinins, vary extremely in both structure and function among different taxa of animals, in particular between mammals and amphibians. This includes even the most conserved bradykinin domain in terms of biosynthesis mode and structure. To elucidate the evolutionary dynamics of kininogen genes, we have identified 19 novel amino acid sequences from EST and genomic databases (for mammals, birds, and fishes) and explored their phylogenetic relationships using combined amino acid sequence and gene structure as markers. Our results show that there were initially two paralogous kininogen genes in vertebrates. During their evolution, the original gene was saved with frequent multiplication in amphibians, but lost in fishes, birds, and mammals, while the novel gene was saved with multiple functions in fishes, birds, and mammals, but became a pseudogene in amphibians. We also propose that the defense mechanism against specific predators in amphibian skin secretions has been bradykinin receptor dependent. Our findings may provide a foundation for identification and structural, functional, and evolutionary analyses of more kininogen genes and other gene families.